


If you don’t plan to go through life walking on tiptoe, you will know that 
almost every day has its little mishaps. And that’s just as well. And your  floor? 
That  needs  to  look great, but must also be able to take a few knocks! 
Spills,  dancing, jumping... Parquetvinyl can handle both life’s little mishaps 
and its big parties. If your wishlist also includes ‘easy to install’, then it’s a done 
deal! After all, Parquetvinyl combines all the advantages of wood flooring and  
easy-maintenance vinyl. Find out more about Parquetvinyl in this brochure!

The look 
of wood, 
the ease 
of vinyl.
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It’s always a joy to see your favourite little rascals having fun. They know how to 
capture your heart with their crazy ideas. They always have a project. When you 
see that twinkle in their eyes, you can’t help but having fun along with them. 
In  their  universe, every day is an adventure in which fish can talk, your interior 
becomes an obstacle course and the floor is lava — or no, wait — a water slide! 
You smile and think ‘luckily my Parquetvinyl is waterproof too!’

Water-resistant  
Parquetvinyl

For lots of fun (and little drama)
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Better than the 
real thing.

Thanks to the extremely realistic decors, even real experts are never sure 
whether it’s a wooden floor or not. Our designers work on the decors until 
they’re true to life, down to the last detail. This is why we design small variations 
in the appearance of the boards to give the floor a natural look and avoid 
repetition. The  surface texture is surprisingly real: you can see and feel wood 
or stone. And  we go quite far to achieve that effect. Some  collections have a 
synchronous wood structure. So if you see a knot or a wood grain, you can feel it 
too at exactly the same place.

1

2

3

4

5

Matt PU top layer

Transparent hard covering

High resolution decor film

Ultra-strong, rigid carrier  
(RCB technology)

Integrated underlay

Parquetvinyl,
please!

Parquetvinyl is the latest generation of vinyl floors that has very little in 
common  with the older techniques such as vinyl on a roll. In essence, it’s a 
rigid carrier based on limestone, combined with an innovative top layer that 
faithfully  reproduces  the  imperfections of wood and/or stone. So we’re talking 
about a sturdy plank or tile. Thanks to the ingenious structure, you can hardly 
tell the difference between Parquetvinyl and real wood flooring or a ceramic tile.

Choose cleanliness  
and convenience.

Narrow or wide boards or tiles, long or short... 
Parquetvinyl has an extremely wide range. 
You will then always find an attractive solution 
for your own particular use.

These are the 
nicest advantages of 

Parquetvinyl

Beautiful wood look that feels just like real wood1

Suitable for every room in the home3

Very easy to clean4

Integrated underlay for all collections5

The easiest click system on the market6

Ideal for renovations7

Ultra-strong and water-resistant2
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So much more 
than a floor.

Follow us on Facebook, Instagram and Pinterest 
for inspiration and interior advice. You can use 
our room viewer to match your floors with your 
interior. Or virtually at least. Ready for the next 
step? Order samples of your favourite floors!

Choose Parquetvinyl for our experience and 
wide-ranging service! Choosing a floor is not easy 
and each situation is different. You will find a lot of 
info on our website, but don’t hesitate to directly 
contact us or one of the distributors.

We are obviously convinced of the quality of 
Parquetvinyl. This is why for each collection, 
you enjoy of a life-long guarantee for residential 
use. Even with commercial use you enjoy an nice 
20-year guarantee!

Whichever collection you choose, you can lay 
it in any space. There are sometimes technical 
differences, but the benefits are the same. There 
is a Parquetvinyl solution always with excellent 
quality for every budget and every style.

Synchronous wood structure

The perceptible structure of our floors matches 
the knots and grains in the drawing of the wood 
(also called ‘Embossed in Register’ or EIR).  
Just like a real board.

Tight Lock click system

The easiest click system on the market! 
You can then quickly lay it yourself with 
guaranteed watertight joints.

Removing an existing floor?

That is usually not necessary! 
Minor unevenness is completely neutralised.

Mat appearance

The low gloss level (just 2-4%) makes 
the floor look even realer!

Colour-fast 
and form-retaining

Parquetvinyl retains its colour and 
shape, also after many years!

High number of different boards

Then the natural look of wood is perfectly 
imitated and we prevent repetition.

100% recyclable and safe

Parquetvinyl is recyclable, reusable and 
contains no harmful substances.

Strong and water-resistant

So can you live life to the full on 
your floor!

Integrated underlay

All our collections have a high-quality 
underlay. The floor noticeably dampens 
walking noise, neutralises unevenness 
in the subfloor and makes laying 
easy. And you don’t need to buy an 
extra underlay!

Underfloor heating and cooling

Parquetvinyl is highly suitable for most 
floor heating and cooling systems, 
along with excellent efficiency. 
Take advice.

Finishing options

With our various skirting, profiles 
and stair profiles you can finished 
Parquetvinyl floors down to the finest 
detail. Ask your distributor about 
the options!

Strong in price and quality1

We give you personal advice2

We help you choose3

Life-long guarantee4
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Suitable for all areas

Parquetvinyl is suitable for every 
space: from the toilet to the attic and 
from the bathroom to the kitchen 
or bedroom. With Parquetvinyl, it is 
perfectly possible to have the same 
floor in the living room and the 
kitchen. It will look beautiful and be 
easy to maintain.

These floors are also suitable 
for commercial applications. 
A trendy pop-up store, a coffee bar, 
a restaurant, a library... many have 
already opted for Parquetvinyl.

Easy to lay yourself

Laying a Parquetvinyl floor yourself 
is not difficult, you only need simple 
tools. A pair of extra hands are helpful 
for working quickly (and for sharing 
a toast to the great result!), but is not 
essential. 

You will find detailed instructions in 
the packaging which will guide you 
through the process. Prefer to watch 
a video? Scan the QR code below. 
We show you how to do it step by 
step and give useful tips.

Scan this code and watch 
the video if you would like to 
know how to lay it yourself!
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Maintenance- 
friendly  
Parquetvinyl

Your little rascals never stop growing and neither does the mischief they cause. 
Sometimes you’re just not sure if you should make them stop or make them have 
even more fun. Secretly, you are proud, because that’s just how you used to be. 
The apple never falls far from the tree. And flying croquettes always land on the 
floor. Yes, there are still certainties ... and if unforeseen accidents still happen, it’s 
no big deal, because your Parquetvinyl is also surprisingly easy to maintain.

For lots of fun (and little drama)
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Order Easy Peasy Floor Care at 
parquetvinyl.com or fetch it from your 

local Parquetvinyl distributor.

Save time for the things 
that really matter.

As with every floor, you should sweep
or vacuum every day to remove pebbles 
and dirt that can cause scratches. 
Other than that, regular mopping keeps 
the floor in perfect condition. And you 
can mop to your heart’s content because 
the floor is water-resistant. You can 
easily maintain the floor by adding 
150 ml Easy Peasy Floor Care to your 
mopping water.

Maintaining Parquetvinyl 
is easy peasy

A trail of dirty paw-prints across the 
room, a cat that gets overexcited 
and knocks over a flowerpot or 
your puppy that welcomes you 
in a pile of feathers (where’s that 
cushion gone?) ...
With Parquetvinyl you can laugh 
about all of these things. After all, 
your floor is clean again in a jiffy. 
By the way, did you know that, with its 
A+ label, Parquetvinyl is ideal for 
people with allergies?

Favourite floor of pets 
and their owners



Geschikt voor 
elke ruimte.
Suitable for 
every room.

Bedroom

With Parquetvinyl, you always get out 
of bed on the right side. This floor gives 
you comfort and warmth. Do you need 
to catch your breath a moment with 
a few yoga or meditation exercises? 
That’s even more enjoyable on a 
Parquetvinyl floor.

Living room

A floor that is almost impossible to tell 
from real parquet, and that can be laid 
right into the kitchen. It exists! Choose 
the collection that best suits your home 
and style and enjoy the stunning effect 
every day.

Bathroom

The ideal floor for in your bathroom: 
comfortable on bare feet, no slipping 
risk, water-resistant and completely 
hygienic. Has your teenage son spent 
ages in the shower and left the wet 
towels lying on the floor? No problem: 
Parquetvinyl can take it.

Kitchen

In the kitchen, you need a floor that 
can take a few knocks and is easy to 
maintain. If that pot of delicious 
spaghetti sauce slips from your hands 
and falls onto the floor, that’s no 
problem for Parquetvinyl!
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We care.
Concerned about your health 
and the environment? 
So are we!

Parquetvinyl contains no harmful 
softeners. This means we choose to use 
no harmful softeners such as phthalates. 
We are proud of our green labels. 
They are the proof that our boards 
contribute to healthy indoor air. So our 
range is 100% safe and healthy for 
people, animals and nature.

 
Sustainable lasts the longest

Parquetvinyl consists of high-quality 
synthetics and lasts for decades. 
We then together use fewer raw 
materials. If you opt for Parquetvinyl, 
you even enjoy a life-long guarantee, 
because we are 100% convinced of the 
sustainability of our range.

 
Recyclable and reusable

We let nothing go lost during production. 
How do we do that? All residues are 
ground back to grains and re-used 
in new boards. If you remove the 
integrated underlay, Parquetvinyl is 
even 100% recyclable. Parquetvinyl is 
laid floating, so you can easily remove 
it. Do this according to the rules of good 
workmanship to nicely give your floor 
a second life.

Every little bit helps

We believe in the big impact that 
small actions can have. So we use 
no plastic foil around the cardboard 
packaging. Why should we? 
Parquetvinyl is perfectly resistant to 
moisture. We also deliberately only use 
cardboard with an FSC label.

Safe and human-friendly: 
the facts behind our sustainable vision

No phthalates, only harmless softeners.

VOC emissions are 100 times lower than 
the European level.

REACH-conform: we comply with all European 
directives on dangerous chemical substances.

A+ label: the ultimate guarantee for the optimal 
quality of the inside air.

Fusion process: we use no adhesives because the 
layers are compressed. Neither do you need any 
adhesives for laying in your home.

Healthy working conditions: we produce 
Parquetvinyl under the best possible circumstances, 
with the focus on a healthy working environment 
and the welfare of our operators.
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Lay it yourself? 
Yes, you can!

Anybody can lay Parquetvinyl.

You don’t need to be an expert to 
do it. Even the herringbone pattern 
can be laid by a well-prepared 
handyman or woman. The secret is to 
have a flat undersurface. Once you 
have that, your floor will be laid in 
no time and you can soon toast the 
result. No expensive professional 
tools required!

Parquetvinyl is highly resistant to  
temperature fluctuations, so you 
can start laying the floor straight 
away unless the temperatures are 
really extreme. The packaging 
includes simple laying instructions. 
Just read the instructions and 
start ‘clicking’. Not yet convinced? 
Scan the QR code and watch our 
installation video.

Scan this code and watch 
the video if you would like to 
know how to lay it yourself!

Ultra-strong, despite the limited 
thickness (5 to 7.5 mm)

Can be laid on top of most existing floors

Easy laying, without dust or noise  
and with basic tools

Easy to click together, 
with no need for adhesives

Neutralises irregularities up to 5 mm

5 reasons why Parquetvinyl is  
ideal for your renovation

1

2

3

4

5

Anyone contemplating a renovation 
immediately worries about breaking 
up fixtures, dust in every corner, 
shortening doors, hidden problems 
emerging, unforeseen costs... 
With Parquetvinyl, the picture is a 
whole lot brighter.

Breaking up an existing floor is 
usually not necessary. Parquetvinyl 
can be laid on top of most existing 
floors if they are flat and firm. 
Its limited thickness makes it truly 
unique in this way! Noise and dust 
are also kept to a minimum, because 
you do not have to saw anything. 
What a relief! 

Parquetvinyl is laid as a floating 
floor. So easily removing it 
afterwards is certainly an option. 
An attractive idea for a student room 
or a rented property!

Renovation: when old 
becomes more beautiful 
than new.
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You can finish Parquetvinyl with skirting boards 
in the same look as your floor or for skirting 
boards painted in the same colour as your wall. 
All skirting is made of water-repellent MDF 
with a low degree of swelling. So you can also 
use them without hesitation in your bathroom 
or kitchen.

You can lay Parquetvinyl in a single section 
of up to 400 m2 or 20 metres long or wide. 
Still need a profile? We have them for each 
collection and each colour.

Finished down to  
the last detail.

If you choose such a beautiful floor for your home, you obviously also want an 
attractive finish. Our various skirting, profiles and step profiles are further options. 
You can choose the same look as your floor (oh yes, all collections and colours!) 
or opt for the more ‘invisible’ and minimalist solutions.

Our design end profiles were specially 
developed to neatly finish your floor in 
places where a skirting board cannot be fitted 
or is not attractive (e.g. a sliding window or 
kitchen). They are available in black or silver, 
are barely visible and give your interior that 
something special.

You can also line steps and stairs with 
Parquetvinyl thanks to our slender aluminium 
step profiles. Then everything is one uniform 
whole! The step profiles are suitable for all 
collections with a thickness of 5 to 7 mm. 
You glue or screw them tight on your staircase 
and slide the boards neatly in.

You can find the order references for our skirting and profiles in the summary table on p.56

Skirting boards Profiles

Design end profiles Step profiles



You are always more than happy to have the real life and souls of the party in 
your home. Because as you know, there’s always something going on when 
they’re around. They are the ones who make the housewarming unforgettable. 
Together,  you create unforgettable memories that will still have you all 
laughing together five years from now. Luckily, Parquetvinyl can take a beating! 
That’s great, isn’t it?

Resilient  
Parquetvinyl

For lots of fun (and little drama)
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Tarn 26
Ivalo 28
Yukon 30
Mantaro 32

Caldera 40 Nakuru 44

Sava 34
Yukon 36
Mantaro 38

integrated 
underlay

ultimate feel 
of wood

exceptionally 
low gloss level

low gloss
level

extra-wide 
planks

clear-cut
bevel

Planks

Tiles

Herringbone

Acoustic

Discover the 
collections.

Parquetvinyl not only gives you the convenience of vinyl, but also the beauty of 
natural materials: it looks just like real parquet or stone. And that’s a good thing, 
for your floor plays a big role in the atmosphere of your home. This is why it is not 
simply vinyl with a print. It is a carefully considered product with strong technical 
properties and a stunning look. Whichever collection you choose, you can also 
lay it in every type of space without problems. Be inspired!
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Tarn Cider TAR - 840 - IB

Tarn Chestnut TAR - 849 - IB

Tarn Clay TAR - 846 - IB

Tarn Canyon TAR - 844 - IB Tarn Vanilla Fudge TAR - 845 - IB

Tarn Whiskey TAR - 800 - IB Tarn Copper TAR - 848 - IB
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The warm, natural colours of Tarn create an atmosphere in every interior, from 
the classical to the modern. This authentically natural-looking floor gives every 
room a timeless appeal. Among the seven colour tones, you are bound to find a 
tint that suits you and your lifestyle perfectly. This collection has an exceptionally 
low gloss level. That creates a very natural look and feel.

Top layer 0.55 mm
H 5 (4 + 1) mm
W 176 mm
L 1213 mm

L

W

H

Tarn
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Ivalo Flax IVA – 2694 – IB

Ivalo Cane IVA – 2697 – IB

Ivalo Roasted Bean IVA – 2703 – IB

Ivalo Dark Malt IVA – 2695 – IB

Ivalo Amaranth IVA – 2701 – IB

Ivalo Rye IVA – 2704 – IB

Ivalo Barley IVA – 2702 – IB

Ivalo Oat IVA – 2696 – IB

Ivalo Black IVA – 2693 – IB
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Do you prefer a floor without explicit wood textures or intense hues? 
Then  you’ll  really like Ivalo. A trendy colour palette with subtle shades 
creates  a  cosy atmosphere but is still dynamic. Ivalo is extremely versatile 
and also very pleasant to walk on thanks to its deep ‘pile’.

L

W

H

Top layer 0.55 mm
H 5 (4 + 1) mm
W 176 mm
L 1213 mm

Ivalo
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Yukon Tan YUK - 2621 - IB

Yukon Desert Dune YUK - 2626 - IB Yukon Mistral YUK - 2631 - IB

Yukon Sea Stone YUK - 2622 - IB Yukon Beach YUK - 2625 - IB

Yukon Smoked Grey YUK – 2630 – IB
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Restful and stylish, that’s the essence of Yukon. The soft, natural colours are 
combined with a slightly rustic wood structure with just a few knots. But this 
floor  is  never boring. With its deep, realistic wood texture and exceptionally 
high number of different boards, you almost forget that it isn’t a real wooden 
floor. Like  all Parquetvinyl floors, this floor includes an integrated underlay 
that assures easy installation and extra acoustic comfort.
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H

Top layer 0.55 mm
H 5 (4 + 1) mm
W 176 mm
L 1213 mm

Yukon



Mantaro Fossil MAN – 5611 – IB

Mantaro Inca MAN – 5616 – IB

Mantaro Spice MAN – 5620 – IB

Mantaro Mocha MAN – 5618 – IB Mantaro Pecan MAN – 5619 – IB

Mantaro Mink MAN – 5612 – IB Mantaro Hay MAN – 5614 – IB
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Top layer 0.70 mm
H 6.5 (5.5 + 1) mm
W 232 mm
L 1532 mm

The Mantaro boards are large, wide and above all, strikingly beautiful.  
Extra-large planks have already been a trend for a while. They make the 
room  look bigger and create an open atmosphere. The visible wood grain, 
the  tangible surface structure  and the exceptional mat look together create 
a sublime wood  feel. This  collection also has a thicker hard covering and an 
extra low gloss level. That  creates a very natural look and feel. This collection 
also has a thicker wear layer.

Mantaro
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Sava Sand SAV HB – 2253 – IB Sava Almond SAV HB –2254 – IB
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In search of peace, simplicity and purity? Then the Sava herringbone is certainly 
what you are looking for. The soft colours and the inconspicuous, natural decor 
allow this floor to blend in very many interior styles. Keep it subdued with a 
combination of soft colours and structures or bring some fizz into your interior 
with industrial materials such as concrete, glass and steel. Whatever you prefer, 
Sava herringbone ensures pure class.

herringbone

L

W

H

Top layer 0.55 mm
H 5 (4 + 1) mm
W 123 mm
L 615 mm

Sava



Yukon Tan YUK HB – 2621 – IB Yukon Desert Dune YUK HB – 2626 – IB Yukon Mistral YUK HB – 2631 – IB

Yukon Smoked Grey YUK HB – 2630 – IB
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Top layer 0.55 mm
H 5 (4 + 1) mm
W 123 mm
L 615 mm

A floor in a herringbone pattern is chic and elegant. Should you still have any 
doubt: this is no longer a trend, it is here to stay. The Yukon herringbone floor 
with subtle colour nuances is a seamless match of contemporary design and 
classical architecture. Do you also want that typical avant-garde atmosphere 
in your interior? Maybe you dare to go for the Yukon Tan. This is a floor 
with  a  subdued look, but where the deep colours emphasise the grandeur of 
a herringbone floor.

herringboneYukon
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Mantaro Inca MAN HB – 5616 – IB

Mantaro Spice MAN HB – 5620 – IB Mantaro Fossil MAN HB – 5611 – IB

Mantaro Pecan MAN HB – 5619 – IB Mantaro Hay MAN HB – 5614 – IB
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This herringbone floor stands out by its striking knots and colour hues. Thanks to 
the high number of different boards in this collection and a decor that is balanced, 
the Mantaro herringbone never becomes too much. The very mat appearance, 
the synchronous wood structure and the integrated underlay all make this floor 
one of a kind.

herringbone

L
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H

Top layer 0.70 mm
H 6.5 (5.5 + 1) mm
W 232 mm
L 1532 mm

Mantaro
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Caldera Basalt CAL – 1443 – IBCaldera Seasalt CAL – 1442 – IB Caldera Stone CAL – 1444 – IB
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We agree with you: the stateliness of stone has something special. In our Caldera 
tile collection, you can choose from different stone structures, dimensions and 
colours. Stately basalt, sober stone or elegant marble... the choice is yours.

Top layer 0.55 mm
H 6.5 (5.5 + 1) mm
W 615 mm
L 615 mm

Top layer 0.55 mm
H 5 (4 + 1) mm
W 300 mm
L 600 mm

Caldera
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Caldera Marmo Grigio CAL - 4055 - IB Caldera Marmo Scuro CAL - 4056 - IB
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W
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H

Top layer 0.55 mm
H 5 (4+1) mm
W 300 mm
L 600 mm

Top layer 0.55 mm
H 7.5 (6.5 + 1) mm
W 615 mm
L 1230 mm

A marble look is beautiful and gives a sense of luxury. It not only suits classical 
interiors but looks just as good in a more robust and industrial-style home. 
The  extra-large tiles (1.2 m wide!) emphasise the grandeur of marble still more. 
Chic and robust.

Large tiles for a 
grand effect!Caldera
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You home is a warm nest, where home-lovers and the wilder ones come to settle. 
Even if they dash through the home, your Nakuru Parquetvinyl ensures an 
unheard of quiet. Let the young ones play and run about... Your noise-damping 
floor will deal with all the noise. Eavesdropping does become a challenge, 
because Nakuru also dampens the sounds from a floor higher or lower. How 
Nakuru sounds? Fantastically... quiet!

Unheard of, 
such a quiet floor.

Nakuru. Superior acoustic quality.
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Besides the small dramas and the big parties happening on your floor, your 
home must also be an oasis of calm so you can also recharge your batteries. You 
prevent very many negative effects on health, such as stress, headache, sleeping 
disorders and learning problems, by reducing ambient noise. And let that be 
exactly the purpose of this collection: Nakuru is not made of one material, but 
a number of layers of materials each blocking different noise frequencies. That 
remarkably improves the acoustics in the space (for you) and between different 
spaces (for the people living below you).

The quietest f loor 
on the market

1

2

3

4

5

6

Multi-layered ceramic top 
layer for protection

High-resolution decorative film

Sound absorption layer

Premium vinyl for comfort, 
sound absorption and protection

Ultra-strong rigid carrier

Integrated sound 
absorption underlay

21 dB
sound reduction

21 dB sound absorption, unique on the market!1

Integrated underlay7

Wear class 33 with 0.55 mm wear layer4

Water-resistant and easy to clean5

Suitable for every room in the home6

Beautiful wood look that feels just like real wood3

The best product in its class2
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Bring quiet into 
a home full of life.

Unheard of quiet

Nakuru has all the advantages of 
a Parquetvinyl floor and performs 
excellently for acoustics! Accordingly, 
Nakuru is up to 6 times quieter than 
other hard floors such as laminate and 
LVT. The floor absorbs no less than 
30% more noise than a floor with a 
hard core (compared with a 4 + 1 mm 
SPC). You could even suddenly go 
tap dancing.

Nakuru combines a hyper-realistic 
design with restful comfort. 
Just like every other Parquetvinyl, 
the collection is 100% water-resistant, 
easy to clean and suitable for 
any space.

Nakuru achieves -21 dB Lw 
or -10 dB Llin. 

We are proud of our 
achievements! A number of 
European tests confirm that 
Nakuru accordingly belongs to 
the exceptions in the market 
for floating floors.

Less noise transmission

Music fanatic and a young baby 
in the house? With Nakuru, noise 
transmission between two adjacent 
spaces is reduced by 21 dB. TV, radio, 
stiletto heels or voices, people in the 
spaces above or below you will have 
significantly less discomfort.

Less reflected noise

A cosy meeting up with friends on 
a Friday evening; there is surely 
always something to celebrate, 
isn’t there? Besides the music and 
clinking glasses, you obviously still 
also want to be able to strike up a 
chat. Nakuru absorbs up to 30% more 
reflected and walking noise in the 
space than other hard floors.
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Wondering how quiet a 
floor can sound?  
Watch our Nakuru video!

The surface structure of the board runs fully in 
line with the decor! When with Nakuru you see a 
knot or a wood grain, you can feel it too at exactly 
the same place.

Nakuru is extra mat with only 2-4% gloss, so it 
very closely resembles the appearance of real 
wood. Enjoy the beautiful, natural look.

Endlessly enjoy the grand peace that Nakuru 
brings, visually and noise-wise. The long 
and wide boards bring style to any space. 
They are more than 1.8 m long, 23 cm wide and 
only 7.5 mm thick.

Our wear layer of 0.55 mm really is the business. 
With wear class 33 you can also opt for Nakuru in 
your commercial premises.

Less noise in the space: Nakuru reduces noise 
reflection and absorbs walking noise. No creaks, 
much less noise from children running through 
the room or from noisy toys.

Less noise between the adjacent spaces: 
Nakuru reduces noise nuisance from adjacent 
spaces such as from a TV or radio, voices and 
high heels.

Available in boards and 
in herringbone

Less reflected noise

Brilliant in mat finishing

Grand

Very strong

Tangibly the most pleasant

Less noise transmission
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Nakuru Rhino NAK – 5755 – IB

Nakuru Lion NAK – 5761 – IB Nakuru Baboon NAK – 5750 – IB Nakuru Ivory NAK – 5762 – IB

Nakuru Hippo NAK HB – 848 – IB

Nakuru Gazelle NAK HB – 844 – IB

Nakuru Kenya NAK HB – 800 – IB Nakuru Safari NAK HB – 845 – IB

Nakuru Impala NAK – 5760 – IB Nakuru Savanna NAK – 5758 – IB
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Top layer 0.55 mm
H 7.5 (6.5 + 1) mm
W 230 mm
L 1842 mm

The Nakuru collection has the right look for each home and is available in many 
colours. Take a leisurely look through the collection and find the look that 100% 
matches you and your living space. With this floor you create the unheard of 
quiet and the unprecedented beauty you are looking for.

L

W

H

Top layer 0.55 mm
H 7.5 (6.5 + 1) mm
W 123 mm
L 615 mm

Nakuru
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Peeping in

Be inspired by others. Discover, for example, why Wendy and Sebastien went for 
Parquetvinyl and had their home thoroughly renovated. It has become a home 
that you cannot miss when you pass by. Curious as to whether they also made 
such daring choices inside?

We are curious about 
your story!

Are you considering laying 
Parquetvinyl in your home soon? 
Are you planning a renovation 
with something spectacular? 
Maybe you are already busy with 
building? We are curious about 
your story!

We would much like to come 
along for a stylish interior report 
and a photo shoot of you, any 
fellow residents and the floor. 
Obviously we do not come with 
empty hands!

Who knows, maybe we will 
be paying you a visit shortly! 
Register now on our website 
parquetvinyl.com

The home of account manager Wendy, architect 
Sebastien, son Nelson and daughter Bowie was 
cladded with 32,000 roofing tiles, has three gable 
roofs and a façade without doors or windows. 
They also made their own highly individual 
choices inside.

‘We very deliberately chose parquet floor below 
and Parquetvinyl above. In our living room and 
dining room we wanted a floor with some patina, 
above we opted for ease of use. With a toddler 
and baby at home an accident can happen 
now and again, but we do not let it stress 
us out. That is the big advantage of Parquetvinyl: 
everything is quickly and easily cleaned up with 
no traces left behind. Laying is a cinch because 
Parquetvinyl has an integrated underlay.”

The home of Wendy and Sebastien 
is a real spectacle

Read the full article 
online for more tips from 
Wendy and Sebastien.
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Overview
Collection Dimensions (mm) Colour Order code Thickness of hard covering (mm) – Wear class Surface structure Groove Box content

Number of 
different 
boards

Order code 
skirting board

Order code 
T profile

Planks

Tarn 5 x 176 x 1213 Whiskey TAR - 800 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Deep wood structure groove 4V 2.348 m2 40 SKI - 060 - TAR - 800 PRO - T - TAR - 800

Cider TAR - 840 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Deep wood structure groove 4V 2.348 m2 40 SKI - 060 - TAR - 840 PRO - T - TAR - 840

Canyon TAR - 844 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Deep wood structure groove 4V 2.348 m2 40 SKI - 060 - TAR - 844 PRO - T - TAR - 844

Vanilla Fudge TAR - 845 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Deep wood structure groove 4V 2.348 m2 40 SKI - 060 - TAR - 845 PRO - T - TAR - 845

Clay TAR - 846 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Deep wood structure groove 4V 2.348 m2 40 SKI - 060 - TAR - 846 PRO - T - TAR - 846

Copper TAR - 848 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Deep wood structure groove 4V 2.348 m2 40 SKI - 060 - TAR - 848 PRO - T - TAR - 848

Chestnut TAR - 849 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Deep wood structure groove 4V 2.348 m2 40 SKI - 060 - TAR - 849 PRO - T - TAR - 849

Ivalo 5 x 176 x 1213 Black IVA - 2693 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Deep wood structure groove 4V 2.348 m2 40 SKI - 060 - IVA - 2693 PRO - T - IVA - 2693

Flax IVA - 2694 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Deep wood structure groove 4V 2.348 m2 40 SKI - 060 - IVA - 2694 PRO - T - IVA - 2694

Dark Malt IVA - 2695 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Deep wood structure groove 4V 2.348 m2 40 SKI - 060 - IVA - 2695 PRO - T - IVA - 2695

Oat IVA - 2696 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Deep wood structure groove 4V 2.348 m2 40 SKI - 060 - IVA - 2696 PRO - T - IVA - 2696

Cane IVA - 2697 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Deep wood structure groove 4V 2.348 m2 40 SKI - 060 - IVA - 2697 PRO - T - IVA - 2697

Amaranth IVA - 2701 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Deep wood structure groove 4V 2.348 m2 40 SKI - 060 - IVA - 2701 PRO - T - IVA - 2701

Barley IVA - 2702 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Deep wood structure groove 4V 2.348 m2 40 SKI - 060 - IVA - 2702 PRO - T - IVA - 2702

Roasted Bean IVA - 2703 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Deep wood structure groove 4V 2.348 m2 40 SKI - 060 - IVA - 2703 PRO - T - IVA - 2703

Rye IVA - 2704 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Deep wood structure groove 4V 2.348 m2 40 SKI - 060 - IVA - 2704 PRO - T - IVA - 2704

Yukon 5 x 176 x 1213 Tan YUK - 2621 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Synchronous wood structure colored groove 4V 2.348 m2 40 SKI - 060 - YUK - 2621 PRO - T - YUK - 2621

Sea Stone YUK - 2622 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Synchronous wood structure colored groove 4V 2.348 m2 40 SKI - 060 - YUK - 2622 PRO - T - YUK - 2622

Beach YUK - 2625 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Synchronous wood structure colored groove 4V 2.348 m2 40 SKI - 060 - YUK - 2625 PRO - T - YUK - 2625

Desert Dune YUK - 2626 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Synchronous wood structure colored groove 4V 2.348 m2 40 SKI - 060 - YUK - 2626 PRO - T - YUK - 2626

Smoked Grey YUK - 2630 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Synchronous wood structure colored groove 4V 2.348 m2 40 SKI - 060 - YUK - 2630 PRO - T - YUK - 2630

Mistral YUK - 2631 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Synchronous wood structure colored groove 4V 2.348 m2 40 SKI - 060 - YUK - 2631 PRO - T - YUK - 2631

Mantaro 6.5 x 232 x 1532 Fossil MAN - 5611 - IB 0.70 - Class 34 - Very intensive commercial use Synchronous wood structure groove 4V 1.777 m2 60 SKI - 060 - MAN - 5611 PRO - T - MAN - 5611

Mink MAN - 5612 - IB 0.70 - Class 34 - Very intensive commercial use Synchronous wood structure groove 4V 1.777 m2 60 SKI - 060 - MAN - 5612 PRO - T - MAN - 5612

Hay MAN - 5614 - IB 0.70 - Class 34 - Very intensive commercial use Synchronous wood structure groove 4V 1.777 m2 60 SKI - 060 - MAN - 5614 PRO - T - MAN - 5614

Inca MAN - 5616 - IB 0.70 - Class 34 - Very intensive commercial use Synchronous wood structure groove 4V 1.777 m2 60 SKI - 060 - MAN - 5616 PRO - T - MAN - 5616

Mocha MAN - 5618 - IB 0.70 - Class 34 - Very intensive commercial use Synchronous wood structure groove 4V 1.777 m2 60 SKI - 060 - MAN - 5618 PRO - T - MAN - 5618

Pecan MAN - 5619 - IB 0.70 - Class 34 - Very intensive commercial use Synchronous wood structure groove 4V 1.777 m2 60 SKI - 060 - MAN - 5619 PRO - T - MAN - 5619

Spice MAN - 5620 - IB 0.70 - Class 34 - Very intensive commercial use Synchronous wood structure groove 4V 1.777 m2 60 SKI - 060 - MAN - 5620 PRO - T - MAN - 5620

Also available: step profiles (1 m and 2.7 m) and design end profiles (black and silver).All collections are provided with an integrated underlay.
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Collection Dimensions (mm) Colour Order code Thickness of hard covering (mm) – Wear class Surface structure Groove Box content

Number of 
different 
boards

Order code 
skirting board

Order code 
T profile

Herringbone

Sava 
herringbone

5 x 123 x 615 Sand SAV HB - 2253 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Deep wood structure colored groove 4V 2.269 m2 56 SKI - 060 - SAV - 2253 PRO - T - SAV - 2253

Almond SAV HB - 2254 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Deep wood structure colored groove 4V 2.269 m2 56 SKI - 060 - SAV - 2254 PRO - T - SAV - 2254

Yukon 
herringbone

5 x 123 x 625 Tan YUK HB - 2621 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Synchronous wood structure colored groove 4V 2.269 m2 56 SKI - 060 - YUK - 2621 PRO - T - SAV - 2621

Desert Dune YUK HB - 2626 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Synchronous wood structure colored groove 4V 2.269 m2 56 SKI - 060 - YUK - 2626 PRO - T - SAV - 2626

Smoked Grey YUK HB - 2630 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Synchronous wood structure colored groove 4V 2.269 m2 56 SKI - 060 - YUK - 2630 PRO - T - SAV - 2630

Mistral YUK HB - 2631 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Synchronous wood structure colored groove 4V 2.269 m2 56 SKI - 060 - YUK - 2631 PRO - T - SAV - 2631

Mantaro 
herringbone

6.5 x 125 x 625 Fossil MAN HB - 5611 - IB 0.70 - Class 34 - Very intensive commercial use Synchronous wood structure groove 4V 1.875 m2 54 SKI - 060 - MAN - 5611 PRO - T - MAN - 5611

Hay MAN HB - 5614 - IB 0.70 - Class 34 - Very intensive commercial use Synchronous wood structure groove 4V 1.875 m2 54 SKI - 060 - MAN - 5614 PRO - T - MAN - 5614

Inca MAN HB - 5616 - IB 0.70 - Class 34 - Very intensive commercial use Synchronous wood structure groove 4V 1.875 m2 54 SKI - 060 - MAN - 5616 PRO - T - MAN - 5616

Pecan MAN HB - 5619 - IB 0.70 - Class 34 - Very intensive commercial use Synchronous wood structure groove 4V 1.875 m2 54 SKI - 060 - MAN - 5619 PRO - T - MAN - 5619

Spice MAN HB - 5620 - IB 0.70 - Class 34 - Very intensive commercial use Synchronous wood structure groove 4V 1.875 m2 54 SKI - 060 - MAN - 5620 PRO - T - MAN - 5620

Tiles

Caldera 
615 x615

6.5 x 615 x 615 Seasalt CAL - 1442 (615 *615) - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Stone structure colored groove 4V 1.513 m2 8 SKI - 060 - CAL - 1442 PRO - T - CAL - 1442

Basalt CAL - 1443 (615 *615) - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Stone structure colored groove 4V 1.513 m2 8 SKI - 060 - CAL - 1443 PRO - T - CAL - 1443

Stone CAL - 1444 (615 *615) - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Stone structure colored groove 4V 1.513 m2 8 SKI - 060 - CAL - 1444 PRO - T - CAL - 1444

Caldera 
300 x600

5 x 300 x 600 Seasalt CAL - 1442 (300 *600) - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Stone structure colored groove 4V 2.340 m2 32 SKI - 060 - CAL - 1442 PRO - T - CAL - 1442

Basalt CAL - 1443 (300 *600) - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Stone structure colored groove 4V 2.340 m2 32 SKI - 060 - CAL - 1443 PRO - T - CAL - 1443

Stone CAL - 1444 (300 *600) - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Stone structure colored groove 4V 2.340 m2 24 SKI - 060 - CAL - 1444 PRO - T - CAL - 1444

Marmo Grigio CAL - 4055 (300 *600) - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Marble structure groove 4V 2.340 m2 16 SKI - 060 - CAL - 4055 PRO - T - CAL - 4055

Marmo Scuro CAL - 4056 (300 *600) - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Marble structure groove 4V 2.340 m2 16 SKI - 060 - CAL - 4056 PRO - T - CAL - 4056

Caldera 
615 x1230

7.5 x 615 x 1230 Marmo Grigio CAL - 4055 (615 *1230) - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Marble structure groove 4V 1.513 m2 4 SKI - 060 - CAL - 4055 PRO - T - CAL - 4055

Marmo Scuro CAL - 4056 (615 *1230) - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Marble structure groove 4V 1.513 m2 4 SKI - 060 - CAL - 4056 PRO - T - CAL - 4056

Acoustic

Nakuru 7.5 x 230 x 1842 Baboon NAK - 5750 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Synchronous wood structure groove 4V 1.271 m2 10 SKI - 060 - NAK - 5750 PRO - T - NAK - 5750

Rhino NAK - 5755 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Synchronous wood structure groove 4V 1.271 m2 10 SKI - 060 - NAK - 5755 PRO - T - NAK - 5755

Savanna NAK - 5758 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Synchronous wood structure groove 4V 1.271 m2 10 SKI - 060 - NAK - 5758 PRO - T - NAK - 5758

Impala NAK - 5760 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Synchronous wood structure groove 4V 1.271 m2 10 SKI - 060 - NAK - 5760 PRO - T - NAK - 5760

Lion NAK - 5761 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Synchronous wood structure groove 4V 1.271 m2 10 SKI - 060 - NAK - 5761 PRO - T - NAK - 5761

Ivory NAK - 5762 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Synchronous wood structure groove 4V 1.271 m2 10 SKI - 060 - NAK - 5762 PRO - T - NAK - 5762

Nakuru 
herringbone

7.5 x 123 x 615 Kenya NAK HB - 800 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Synchronous wood structure groove 4V 1.513 m2 42 SKI - 060 - NAK - 800 PRO - T - NAK - 800

Gazelle NAK HB - 844 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Synchronous wood structure groove 4V 1.513 m2 42 SKI - 060 - NAK - 844 PRO - T - NAK - 844

Safari NAK HB - 845 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Synchronous wood structure groove 4V 1.513 m2 42 SKI - 060 - NAK - 845 PRO - T - NAK - 845

Hippo NAK HB - 848 - IB 0.55 - Class 33 - Intensive commercial use Synchronous wood structure groove 4V 1.513 m2 42 SKI - 060 - NAK - 848 PRO - T - NAK - 848

Also available: step profiles (1 m and 2.7 m) and design end profiles (black and silver).All collections are provided with an integrated underlay.



And now choose…

1 Find us on social media

Follow us on Facebook, Instagram 
and Pinterest and look through 
our photos. Be inspired by interior 
ideas and reports from customers 
before you. You will certainly be wowed 
by our floors!

2Choose the right floor for your home 
with our room viewer

With our room viewer you lay your favourite floors 
in a few seconds in your home. Or virtually at least. 
Take a photo, upload it and find the floor of your choice. 
You can also easily compare floors with the handy slider. 
You can then see which floor matches your interior best. 
The Parquetvinyl room viewer removes any doubt!

Scan the code and make 
a simulation with our 
room viewer.

You can find all the collections 
on the website. Scan the code 
and order your samples.

3 Order samples of your favourite floors

Do you already have a certain floor in mind or do you still 
have doubts between colours? Order samples and lay 
them in your own interior. And literally. See how the effect 
of the light changes in the course of the day and look in 
the evenings in artificial light. You can then make you final 
choice with ease.



The colours of the floors in this brochure may differ from 
reality due to the light and the printing process.



parquetvinyl.com
lamett.eu

Share your Parquetvinyl floor  
on social media with #myparquetvinyl
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Parquetvinyl is a Lamett product range. In addition to Parquetvinyl, we also offer  
parquet floors. For more than 15 years, we have been a reliable partner in the 
realisation  of dream floors in Europe and far beyond it. You only buy a good floor 
once or twice in your life. We guarantee you that a Lamett floor meets all the quality 
requirements. And no less than that. With a close-knit team, we offer a personal 
and professional approach and develop floors that make you happy.




